Abstract-Next-generation wavelength routing optical networks requiring optical cross connects (OXC) in the network have the ability to direct optical signals from any input interface to suitable output interfaces by configuring their internal embedded optical switch matrices. Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) switches are regarded as the most promising technology to achieve such functionality. We consider the construction of a multistage MEMS switch network with single two-dimensional (2-D) MEMS switch blocks. A power loss model is developed that calls on a single MEMS block that is then used to develop the model for a three-stage Clos network. An effective model for maximum loss difference between calls is also developed. Based on these, the paper also proposes three connection patterns [Max + Min greedy (MMG), compressed extended generalized shuffle 1 (C-EGS-1), and compressed extended generalized shuffle 2 (C-EGS-2)] to connect outlet ports and inlet ports between two neighboring stages in a three-stage Clos network. These connection patterns are proved to be optimal and efficient enough to reach the minimums of both the maximum power loss of calls and the maximum loss difference between calls.
architecture of this kind of a switch. The biggest single block of 2-D MEMS switches reported so far is a 32 32 switch [17] . By itself, without applying any multistage techniques, this size is not enough for the next-generation optical network, which is expected to transmit and switch hundreds, or even thousands, of wavelengths per OXC. Even if larger scale MEMS switch blocks (e.g., 512 512 or more) are produced, other factors like high insertion loss and large insertion loss difference between calls will limit its practicability [18] . Constructing a large-scale MEMS switch in a multistage fashion seems to be the most feasible way of using this technology to construct a large switching matrix. The small-scale switch blocks can be interconnected with fibers in the way of either fiber connector or fiber splicing. We focus on the design issues involved in such a multistage switch and its performance parameters on the maximum power loss of calls and the maximum power loss difference between calls. Note that other performance parameters like crosstalk and reflection loss may also be considered for the multistage MEMS switches. For these parameters, the performance of a single MEMS switch block is generally very good. (For example, a commercially available 16 16 MEMS switch has a typical crosstalk smaller than 50 dB, and a typical reflection loss greater than 50 dB.) We may, therefore, normally ignore these effects, even for a multistage MEMS switch architecture.
The three-stage Clos network is found to be an effective and efficient architecture to build a large-scale switch [19] , [20] . In this paper, we have selected this approach to construct multistage MEMS switches. To reduce the maximum power loss of calls and the maximum loss difference between calls, we also propose optimal connection patterns to connect the outlet ports and the inlet ports between the neighboring switch stages for the Clos network. These connection patterns are found to be effective enough to minimize both the maximum power loss of calls and the maximum loss difference between calls.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the operation and working principle of a 2-D MEMS optical switch and introduce the three-stage Clos switch network. In Section III, we develop a model to approximately evaluate the insertion loss of calls in a MEMS optical switch. Three efficient connection patterns used to connect the outlet ports and the inlet ports between the neighboring stages of the Clos switch are proposed in Section IV. Section V analyzes the performance results for the proposed connection patterns in terms of the maximum power loss and the maximum loss difference. We present our conclusions in Section VI. Fig. 1 illustrates a typical 4 4 2-D MEMS switch with four inlet ports, four outlet ports, and a total of 16 controllable micromirrors. By making the mirrors stand up or lie down, the light from any inlet port may be switched to any desired outlet port. For example, to switch the light from inlet port 3 to outlet port 3, the mirror at (3,3) is set to stand up to reflect the light while all of the other micromirrors in the third row and the third column must be set to lie down. Switches may be divided into three classes based on their call blocking characteristics, i.e., nonblocking in strict sense, nonblocking in wide sense, and rearrangeable nonblocking [19] , [20] . The 2-D MEMS switch has a crossbar architecture, so it is nonblocking in the strict sense.
II. 2-D MEMS OPTICAL SWITCH AND THREE-STAGE CLOS NETWORK
The three-stage Clos network is shown in Fig. 2 , which may be used to achieve all of the above-mentioned three kinds of switch call blocking characteristics. The following results hold. 
III. MODELS OF INSERTION LOSS

A. Single MEMS Switch Block
The loss in a single MEMS switch block consists of four components [18] : loss due to Gaussian-beam divergence; loss due to angular misalignment; loss due to air absorption; and mirror reflection loss. The first three losses are directly related to the free-space distance between the inlet port and the outlet port and we will combine them together in a generic term called loss due to free-space distance. This approximation is supported by the experimental and analysis results of [18] , which shows that the loss is almost linearly increasing with propagation distance.
We develop the loss model for a single MEMS switch block. For an block with inlet ports and outlet ports, we use the following notations:
index of the th inlet port, ; index of the th outlet port, ; free-space distance between two neighboring mirrors, as shown in Fig. 1 ; free-space distance between an inlet (outlet) port and its neighboring mirror, as shown in Fig. 1 ; reflection loss of a micromirror; loss coefficient due to the free-space distance; connection loss between a fiber and a MEMS switch. As shown in Fig. 1 , the total loss of signal in a call transiting the switch block consists of the loss due to the free-space distance between the inlet port and the outlet port, one mirror reflection loss, and fiber connection loss. Given that a call is switched from the th inlet port to the th outlet port, we can express the total loss in decibels as follows:
B. Three-Stage Clos Network
Let represent a generic inlet port of the th matrix (MEMS switch block) at the th stage, and represent a generic outlet port of the th matrix at the th stage. For a three-stage Clos network , we can show that: a) at the first stages, , , and ; b) at the second stage, , , and ; c) at the third stage, , , and . The total power loss of the call in a three-stage Clos network is the sum of the losses in each of the blocks. In a Clos network, the connection pattern between inlet ports and outlet ports of two neighboring stages can be arbitrary as long as the condition of full connection [20] is satisfied (i.e., each matrix at the th stage is always connected to each matrix at the 1 th stage by a single link). Therefore, the connection pattern is, in fact, a function of the outlet port index at the th stage versus the inlet port index at the th stage. Given the connection pattern , we define this function as and have the loss model for a three-stage Clos network as follows:
Here, is the connection pattern existing between the first stage and the second stage and is the connection pattern existing between the second stage and the third stage. 
where is defined as
In optical communications, it would be important to minimize the maximum power loss of the calls switched by an optical switch. Therefore, we need to find the best connection patterns and , which can minimize the maximum power loss of the calls. In a Clos network , there are connection patterns between two neighboring stages, in which each switch in the first stage is connected exactly once to each switch in the second stage. There are a total of such possible connection patterns for the whole network. Searching exhaustively for the optimal patterns would be very difficult even for reasonably small values of and . Instead, trying some efficient heuristic patterns may be a more effective option. To evaluate the relative merits of the proposed heuristic patterns, it would be useful to know at least the lower bound on the maximum power loss of calls for all the connection patterns.
In (3), the maximum values of and are determined by the connection patterns used. However, for any connection patterns and , we have 1 1 . Therefore, the lower bound on the maximum power loss of calls will be 2 (4)
2) Maximum Loss Difference Between Calls: Like the maximum power loss of calls, the maximum loss difference between calls would also be an important parameter in optical communications. To compute it, we first define an operator , which gives the difference between the maximum value and the minimum value of a function. The detailed definition and properties of this operator are provided in Appendix A.
Based on the operator , the maximum loss difference between calls in a Clos network is computed as shown in (5) 
IV. CONNECTION PATTERNS
A. Extended Generalized Shuffle (EGS) Connection Pattern
In a three-stage Clos network, a specific type of connection pattern, referred to as extended generalized shuffle (EGS), is often used to connect two neighboring switch stages. This requires that the connections between the outlets at one stage and the inlets at the next stage comply with the following relationship [20] : 1 and 1
As an example, Fig. 3 illustrates a three-stage Clos network based on the EGS interconnection pattern. In the generic case, we can infer by induction that for a three-stage Clos network with the EGS connection pattern, the route with the maximum loss is given by and that the maximum call power loss (along this route) is The route with the minimum loss is , and the minimum call power loss is . The maximum call loss difference is then
Obviously, the EGS connection pattern is not an optimal one in terms of maximum power loss of calls and maximum loss difference between calls [see (4), (6), (8), and (9)].
B. Greedy (MMG) Connection Pattern
Intuitively, to reduce the maximum power loss of calls and the maximum loss difference between calls, we can connect the outlet ports with small indexes at one stage to the inlet ports with large indexes for the next stage. We call such types of connection patterns as greedy (MMG) pattern. For example, we have illustrated this connection pattern in a step-by-step fashion in Fig. 4(a)-(d) . Here, the dotted lines represent newly added connections and the solid lines represent those already added.
From this example, we can infer by induction the relationship between the outlet ports and the inlet ports at the two neighboring stages. The connection between the first stage and the second stage is given by if otherwise (10) if otherwise.
The connection between the second stage and the third stage is given by if otherwise (12) if otherwise. A Clos network requires the interconnection between two neighboring stages to be fully connected. We can show that, in order to support full connectivity in a Clos network based on the MMG pattern, the number of matrices in the neighboring stages must not share a common factor. This will now be formally stated as a theorem.
Theorem 1: The MMG connection pattern guarantees full connection between the two neighboring stages if and only if and do not share a common factor, where and are the respective numbers of the matrices at the th and 1 th stages. We replace the terms and in the maximum power loss of (3) with (10) and (12) . We get that for the following four cases:
and ;
ii) and ;
iii) and ;
iv) and ; and MMG This is the lower bound of maximum power loss of calls. Here, cannot be equal to because they do not share any common factor.
Similarly, for the maximum loss difference between calls with the MMG connection pattern, we replace the terms and in (4) with (10) and (12), and get the result for the cases (i)-(iv) as MMG This is the lower bound of maximum loss difference between calls.
Therefore, we can conclude that MMG pattern is an optimal pattern because it can guarantee the Clos network to simultaneously achieve the lower bounds on both the maximum power loss of calls and the maximum loss difference between calls.
C. Compressed EGS (C-EGS) Connection Pattern
The MMG pattern cannot be used when the numbers of matrices of two neighboring stages do share a common factor, because then one cannot satisfy the requirement of full connection in the Clos network. An example of this is shown in Fig. 5 for two stages connected in the MMG pattern, where the first and second stages have four and six matrices, respectively (with a common factor of two). We can observe that the connection between the two stages is not a full connection, because there are two connections existing at the same time between two matrices each at the two neighboring stages. Some technique other than MMG is required to handle this situation. This may be further subdivided into two cases, first, when the number in one stage is a multiple of the other, and second, when they are not multiples of each other but share a common factor.
1) C-EGS-1: Multiple Relationship Between the Numbers of the Matrices at the Two
. (Note that for the case where is a multiple of , we can interchange the positions of the two stages and continue as shown here.) We give a proposed optimal connection pattern for this case using three steps. These steps are illustrated using the example of Fig. 6 . Fig. 6(a) shows the initial connection state between the two neighboring stages based on the EGS connection pattern. The first stage has 6 6 matrices, whereas the second stage has 3 3 matrices (multiple ). The three steps of the proposed procedure are as follows.
Step 1) For each matrix at the first stage, we combine (in the example, ) neighboring outlet ports together into one outlet port. We call this a combined outlet port (although it still has real ports). Thus, the original (i.e., 6 6) matrix changes into a (i.e., 3 3) matrix. For matrices at the second stage, we combine neighboring matrices together into one matrix (this matrix consists of real matrices), which we call a combined matrix. Based on these combinations, the network is now compressed into a symmetric matrix, as shown in Fig. 6(b) .
Step 2) Based on the network obtained in Step 1), modify the indexes of the outlet ports at the first stage and the inlet ports at the second stage. Assume is the initial index sequence of the outlet port of each matrix at the first stage [e.g., the sequence (0, 1, 2), as shown in Fig. 6(b) ]. We implement various left-circulating shift operations on these index sequences as follows. For the first matrix, its index sequence is kept same as its initial format. For the second matrix, we left circulate its sequence by one index, e.g., the new sequence is (1, 2, 0), as shown in Fig. 6(c) . In the general case, for the th matrix, we left circulate the sequence by indexes, starting from the initial index sequence, e.g., the new sequence is (2, 0, 1), as shown in Fig. 6(c) . Similar operation is implemented for the matrices in the second stage. Assuming that is the initial index sequence of the inlet port of each matrix at the second stage [e.g., the sequence (0, 1, 2), as shown in Fig. 6(b) ], we implement the following operations. For the first matrix, we reverse its index sequence [e.g., the sequence changes to (2, 1, 0), as shown in Fig. 6(c) ]. For the second matrix, based on the reversed sequence, we left circulate it by one index [e.g., it now changes into the sequence (1, 0, 2), as shown in Fig. 6(c) ]. In general, for the th matrix, we left circulate the initial reversed index sequence by indexes [e.g., the new sequence changes into (0, 2, 1) as shown in Fig. 6(c) ]. Note that during this operation, the connection links between two neighboring stages are kept the same at all times.
Step 3) Based on Step 2), we extend (uncompress) the combined ports and the combined matrices so as to find the real connection pattern between two neighboring stages without the compression. We connect each real outlet port in each combined port to one of real matrices in the combined matrix, which is connected with the combined port in the compressed network. The final extended real connections for the example are shown in Fig. 6(d) .
Because the connection pattern of the compressed network with the combined ports and the combined matrices is the EGS pattern, this network is a full connection network. In addition, the number of real ports in each combined port is the same as that of real matrices in its corresponding combined matrix, which requires that only one real port connects to a real matrix. Therefore, the new connection pattern C-EGS-1 is a full connection pattern. We obtained our final connection pattern based on the EGS pattern by various rotation and reversing operations. Therefore, the mathematical relationship for the proposed pattern can also be derived from that of EGS pattern. Starting from (7), we infer by induction the relationship of the connections for the compressed network, whose notations are marked with the prime symbol , as follows:
As described earlier, each real outlet port in each combined port is connected to one of real matrices in the combined matrix, which is connected with the combined port in the compressed network. We describe these connections in mathematical format as follows.
The real outlet ports at the first stage, whose indexes are within the set (16) are arbitrarily connected to the inlet ports, whose index is (17) on the matrices, whose indexes are within the set (18) at the second stage.
Here, the notations without prime symbol are used to denote the terms corresponding to the real ports and matrices, and is the multiple between the numbers of matrices at the two neighboring stages, i.e., and .
2) Maximum Power Loss of Calls and the Maximum Loss Difference Between Calls:
For a Clos network, given that the number of matrices at the second stage is a multiple of that of matrices at the first or the third stage and , ; we connect any two neighboring stages based on the C-EGS-1 connection pattern. For the maximum power loss of calls, we have
C-EGS-1
Based on (14) and (15), we get 1 . We then select the maximum value from the set given by (16) , and further have that
Here Similarly, we also have that . Therefore, the maximum power loss of calls is C-EGS-1 (19) This is equal to the lower bound of maximum power loss of calls. For the maximum loss difference between calls, we can select any outlet port index from the set of (16) , and put it in (5). If we select the minimum inlet port index, then C-EGS-1 (20) This is equal to the lower bound of maximum loss difference between calls. In each combined outlet port, there can be a difference up to in the indexes of its real outlet ports, so to calculate the maximum loss difference, we need to add this value in the equation.
For the case that the number of matrices at the first and the third stages are both a multiple of that of the matrices at the second stage, we can use the same connection pattern to get the same results as those in (19) and (20) . Therefore, we can conclude, in general, that the C-EGS-1 connection pattern is an optimal one.
3) C-EGS-2: Common Factor Only Between the Numbers of the Matrices at the Two Stages:
We now consider the case where the numbers of matrices in the two neighboring stages share a common factor, but one is not a multiple of the other. Assume there are matrices in the first stage, and matrices in the second stage. Assume that is greater than , and that they have the maximum common factor , which we denote as . We compress the network by the factor . After compression, we get a network where the number of matrices at each stage do not share a common factor. Therefore, for the compressed network, we may apply the MMG connection pattern to connect the ports at the two neighboring stages. The connection pattern developed based on this is referred to as the C-EGS-2 connection pattern.
In Fig. 7 , we consider an example illustrating the steps in constructing this connection pattern. Initially, assume that there are two stages: the first stage has four 6 6 matrices, and the second stage has six 4 4 matrices. Here, and, therefore, two real outlet ports and two real matrices will form a combined port and a combined matrix, respectively. The MMG connection pattern is applied to the compressed network. Fig. 7(a) shows the compressed network with the MMG connection pattern. Finally, based on the connections in the compressed network, we extend them back to the connections between those real ports. Fig. 7(b) shows the result after this final step.
The compressed connection pattern shown in Fig. 7(a) is a full connection pattern because it is connected based on MMG pattern. In addition, the number of real outlet ports in each combined outlet port, , is equal to that of real matrices in each combined matrix, so each real outlet port is connected to a different real matrix. Based on these, we can, therefore, conclude that the TABLE I PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR THE THREE-STAGE CLOS NETWORK v(m; n; r), = 63 + 3 + 6c C-EGS-2 connection pattern can also guarantee the requirement of full connection in a Clos network.
We use the notation marked with the symbol to denote the combined ports and combined matrices. We can then write the general expressions of the MMG connection pattern for the compressed network, as shown in (21) Note that, here, and . After extending the connections, we can describe the connections in mathematical format for the real network in the same fashion as that of C-EGS-1 [see (16) - (18)].
4) Maximum Power Loss of Calls and the Maximum Loss Difference Between Calls:
Consider a Clos network where the number of matrices at the second stage is and the numbers at each of the first and the third stages are and , where is assumed to be greater than (or ). We assume, further, that between and (or ), there is the maximum common factor , but that is not a multiple of (or ). We connect any two neighboring stages based on the C-EGS-2 connection pattern. For the maximum power loss of calls, we have that
Using (21), we can get that Similarly, we also have that .
Using these, we get
as the lower bound of maximum power loss of calls.
For the maximum loss difference between calls, we also can select any outlet port index from the set (16) and put it in (5). Selecting the minimum inlet port index, we can then get
as the lower bound of maximum loss difference between calls. Therefore, based on (23) and (24), we conclude that the connection pattern C-EGS-2 is also an optimal pattern in terms of the maximum loss of calls and the maximum loss difference between calls.
V. PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We apply the proposed connection patterns to the Clos network and the corresponding performance results are listed in Table I for purposes of comparison.
From Table I , we can find that compared to a single block MEMS switch of the same scale, a three-stage Clos network has the advantages of lower maximum power loss of calls and lower maximum loss difference between calls, and needs fewer micromirrors to construct the switch. We also observe that a Clos network based on an EGS connection pattern does not have an optimal performance. This is true even though the EGS connection pattern has been widely employed to connect two neighboring stages in traditional Clos networks. Our proposed new connection patterns show very good performances in terms of both the maximum power loss of calls and the maximum loss difference between calls because these are both small enough to reach their respective lower bounds. Moreover, the proposed connection patterns are versatile enough to deal with all kinds of Clos network cases. These include when and do not share a common factor, when and share a common factor but one is not the multiple of the other, and when and are a multiple of each other (i.e., or ).
A. Rearrangeable Nonblocking Network
Consider the micromirror requirement of an rearrangeable nonblocking Clos network of the type where the first and the last stages have , and the second stage has . The proposed optimal networks require micromirrors, 1 which would be much smaller than the required by a crossbar MEMS block when is large (e.g., ).
On the maximum power loss of calls, note that when , the lower bound on the maximum power loss of calls in a Clos network is . Similarly, when , the lower bound on the maximum power loss has the minimum value 2 when . We can, therefore, conclude that the minimum of the low bound of the maximum power loss for an rearrangeable nonblocking Clos network is when . Finally, on the maximum loss difference between calls, we find that for a rearrangeable nonblocking Clos network when , the lower bound of the maximum loss difference between calls becomes the minimum, . This is actually equal to the maximum loss difference between calls of an single MEMS switch block. This means that with the proposed optimal connection patterns, a rearrangeable nonblocking Clos network can have the same loss difference between calls as that of a single MEMS switch block, which is used to construct the Clos network, although the Clos network is or times larger in scale than the single block switch.
From this, we can conclude that in order to construct an rearrangeable nonblocking Clos switch, a three-stage Clos network with MEMS blocks at each stage may be used. This will have the best performance in terms of both the maximum power loss of calls and the maximum loss difference between calls over the whole set of permutations . Moreover, the total number of micromirrors required by this kind of network is , which is very close to the lower bound on the number of mirrors required by a rearrangeable nonblocking Clos switch (i.e., ).
B. Strictly Nonblocking Network
An strictly nonblocking Clos network where the scale of the blocks 3 is requires a minimum total number of micromirrors equal to . For large , this is much smaller than , which would be required by a crossbar MEMS block.
When , the lower bound on the maximum power loss of calls in a Clos network is , and when , the lower bound on the maximum power loss has the minimum 4 . Therefore, in the whole set of permutations , it is found that when 2 (i.e., 2 ), the minimum of the maximum power loss of calls is about . Finally, on the maximum loss difference between calls, we find that for a rearrangeable nonblocking Clos network with , (i.e., ), the lower bound on the maximum loss difference between calls is the minimum, . Note that this is actually similar to the maximum loss difference between calls of a single MEMS switch block.
From this, we conclude that to construct an strictly nonblocking Clos switch, a three-stage Clos network with MEMS blocks at the first and the third stages, and MEMS blocks at the second stage, should be used. This would show the best performance in the terms of both the maximum power loss of calls and the maximum loss difference between calls in the whole set of permutations . Moreover, the total number of micromirrors required by this kind of network is , which is equal to the lower bound on the number of mirrors required by a strictly nonblocking Clos switch.
We have developed above the loss models and optimal connection patterns for a MEMS-based Clos switch network. It should be noted that, with minor modifications, these models and connection patterns are general enough to be applied even to the bubble-jet switch [10] or to other power loss related switches.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have considered the construction of a multistage MEMS switch network with single MEMS switch blocks. A power loss model has been developed for calls on a single MEMS block that has then been used to develop the model for a three-stage Clos network. An appropriate model for the maximum loss difference between calls has also been proposed. The paper also proposes three connection patterns (MMG, C-EGS-1, and C-EGS-2) to connect outlet ports and inlet ports between two neighboring stages in a three-stage Clos network. These connection patterns are proved to be optimal and efficient enough to reach the minimums of both the maximum power loss of calls and the maximum loss difference between calls.
APPENDIX
Definition: For with the variables , define as
This operator has the following properties. 1) 0 if is a constant.
2) . As a special case, . 3) . 4) If , then . As a special case, .
